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Large depth-high resolution full 3D imaging of the anterior segments of the eye using high speed Optical Frequency Domain Imaging
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Abstract: Three dimensional rapid large depth range imaging of the anterior segments of the human eye by an optical frequency domain imaging system is presented. The tunable source spans from 1217 to 1356 nm with an average output power of 60 mW providing a measured axial resolution of 10 μm in air based on the coherence envelope. The effective depth range is 4 mm, defined as the distance over which the sensitivity drops by 6 dB, achieved by frequency shifting the optical signal using acousto-optic modulators. The measured maximum sensitivity is 109 dB at a sample arm power of 14.7 mW and A-lines rate of 43,900 per second. Images consisting of 512 depth profiles are acquired at an acquisition rate of 85 frames per second. We demonstrate an optical frequency domain imaging system capable of mapping in vivo the entire area of the human anterior segment (13.4 x 12 x 4.2 mm) in 1.4 seconds.
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1. Introduction

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) has been established as a powerful imaging technique capable of detecting micro-meter scale features of biological samples using low coherence interferometry [1]. Imaging the eye with OCT is being widely developed for its non contact and non-invasive capabilities to generate high resolution cross sectional images [2-4]. Ophthalmic OCT was first developed for imaging the posterior segments for quantitative evaluation of vitreo-retinal diseases of the macula [5] and optic disk [6]. The application of OCT to image the anterior segments (AS) of the eye, specifically the cornea, was first reported by Izatt et al. using a time domain OCT system (TD-OCT) with a superluminescence diode source at 800 nm [7]. Light sources centered at 1.3 μm were later implemented since this longer wavelength provides better penetration through scattering tissue like sclera to better visualize the ciliary body and because the maximum permissible power into the eye is significantly higher due to the stronger absorption of this wavelength by the vitreous leading to a better signal to noise ratio (SNR) [8].

Recent clinical studies have investigated imaging of the anterior segments with OCT, complementing or potentially replacing other commercially available imaging techniques such as confocal microscopy [9] and ultrasonic bio-microscopy [10]. OCT has been demonstrated as an objective tool in corneal structural imaging[11], corneal pachymetry [12, 13], detection of narrow anterior chamber angles [14, 15], and measurement of corneal thickness [16], as well as in post operative evaluation of LASIK surgery[17], and intra-operative diagnostic in anterior segment surgery [18].

The introduction of spectral domain OCT (SD-OCT) has provided several orders of magnitude improvement in sensitivity over conventional or TD-OCT, permitting a hundred fold improvement in speed and addressing the need for high speed imaging to reduce motion artifacts [19-24]. An equivalent technology, Optical Frequency Domain Imaging (OFDI), employs a rapidly tuned laser to measure the wavelength resolved interference and provides similar sensitivity advantage as SD-OCT over TD-OCT [3, 25-28]. Most advances in OFDI were demonstrated in the 1.3 μm wavelength region such as phase resolved [29], degeneracy removal[30], and speed with A-line rates exceeding 100 kHz [31, 32]. Recently, OFDI systems with different cavity configurations have been developed at wavelengths of 1050 nm [33] and 800 nm [34] and were successfully applied to visualize the posterior segments of the human eye [33, 35].

Although several studies for imaging the anterior segments of the eye using OFDI have been reported, a sweep rate of 250 Hz [36] or a sensitivity drop of 6 dB over 1.07 mm [37] or 1.67 mm [38] are insufficient to rapidly image the complete anterior segment in a clinical setting.

In this paper, we present an OFDI system that is capable of obtaining full thickness images of the sclera, angle and iris with a 43.9 KHz A-line rate, acquiring 85 frames per
second. A sensitivity drop of 6 dB over a depth range of 4 mm was achieved by frequency shifting the detector signal to double the ranging depth. 3-D visualization of the cornea has several advantages over spot measurement techniques [39], that deal just with the center of the cornea, and provides valuable information for the evaluation of abnormal patterns such as keratoconus [40] and in preoperative diagnostics such as lamellar keratoplasty [41].

2. System setup and characterization

A schematic diagram of the circular cavity design source centered at 1290 nm and tunable filter that was described earlier is shown in Fig. 1 [26]. In the circular cavity, the gain medium is a custom, bi-directional semiconductor optical amplifier with a small signal gain of 30 dB and a ASE -3dB bandwidth of 79.6 nm at an injection current of 600 mA (Covega Inc.). The output of the amplifier is connected to a 2x2 fiber coupler that couples 50% of the intra-cavity power to an interferometer. The remaining 50% is connected to a circulator that couples to a wavelength-scanning filter. The tunable filter is composed of a diffraction grating (830 lines/mm), a telescopic lens pair (F1 = 75 mm, F2 = 50 mm), and a polygon mirror scanner (Lincoln Lasers, Inc., 72 facets). Light from a fiber optic collimator (f=11 mm) is incident on the grating at an angle of about 60 degrees and diffracted onto the lens pair.

![Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the tunable source consists of a scanning filter and a circular cavity. SOA: semiconductor optical amplifier; PC: polarization controller; Circ: Circulator; Col: collimator; FC: fiber coupler. A 12-sided polygon instead of 72-sided one utilized in the experiment is illustrated in the figure.](image)

By positioning the scanner off axis and placing a mirror as an end reflector, the scan angle can be doubled, doubling the free spectral range of the source [31]. The filter was designed to give a line-width of ~0.18 nm and a free spectral range of 140 nm. On the return path from the tunable filter, light couples back to the gain medium and gets amplified.

The output of the tunable source is shown in Fig. 2(a), recorded with an optical spectrum analyzer in peak hold mode at 0.1 nm resolution. The tuning rate was set at 43.9 KHz.
resulting in an average output power of 60 mW with the SOA driven at an injection current of 800 mA. The laser spectrum spans from 1217 to 1356 nm with a Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of 135 nm. The time response of the laser output is shown in Fig. 2(b) over six wavelength sweeps measured with an oscilloscope.

A trigger signal is generated by tapping 10% of the output light that is passed through a narrow band filter, consisting of a fiber Bragg grating and a circulator, to a photo-detector (Newfocus Inc.) that detects a train of short pulses generated when the output spectrum of the laser swept through the pass band (center wavelength 1300 nm and bandwidth 0.16 nm) of the filter. TTL pulsed are then generated from the photo-detector output using a tunable trigger delay circuit. The remainder of the output light (90%) is split into the two arms of an interferometer by a 10/90 fiber coupler where 90% of the light is coupled into the sample arm.

![Figure 2](image-url)

**Fig. 2.** (a). Measured spectrum of the output laser cavity with a bandwidth of 135nm in peak hold mode (b) Time response of the laser showing six wavelengths sweeps.

The depth range of the OFDI system is doubled by introducing a carrier frequency shift by means of Acousto-Optic Modulators (AOMs, Brimrose Inc.) in both the sample and reference arms. In the current system, the two AOMs (Brimrose Corp.) at \( f_1 = 76 \) MHz and \( f_2 = 55 \) MHz set at 1st order diffraction produce a net frequency shift \( \Delta f = |(f_1 - f_2)| = 21\text{MHz} \) in the interference signal. The signals are then directed by optical fiber circulators (AC Photonics Inc.) to the eye (sample arm) and a mirror (reference arm). Light reflected from the sample and mirror is combined using a 50/50 fiber coupler and the interference signal is detected by an InGaAs dual-balanced detector (New Focus Inc.). The detector signal was further amplified by a low pass (100 MHz) voltage amplifier (Femto, Germany) with a 20 dB gain.

The intensity of the interference signal detected is expressed by

\[
I(t) = A \sqrt{S_S S_R} \cos[2Kz + 2\pi\Delta f t + \phi(z)]
\]  

(1)

where \( S_S \) and \( S_R \) are the sample and reference arm power, respectively, \( \phi(z) \) is the phase of the backscattered light, and \( \Delta f \) is the phase shift introduced by the AOMs.

The scanning mechanism is installed on a modified slit lamp to accommodate a collimator (f=16mm), a pair of galvanometer mirrors and a lens of focal length 150 mm producing a beam diameter of 62 \( \mu \)m with a Rayleigh range of 2.6 mm on the cornea.

Data is acquired and digitized by a data acquisition board (National Instruments, PCI-5124) and digitized at a sampling rate of 100Msample/second. Post-processing of the data is performed by obtaining the mean of the depth profiles, interpolating the data points evenly in k-space, compensating for dispersion in the system and performing fast Fourier transformation; all of these processes have been described previously in details [42].
Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the OFDI system set for imaging the anterior segments. Two AOMs are introduced into the sample and reference arms to obtain a net frequency shift of 21 MHz. Circ: fiber circulator; Col: collimator; FBG: fiber Bragg grating; BD: balanced detector; FC: fiber coupler.

The system performance was characterized by placing a partial reflector with a measured attenuation of -53 dB in the sample arm and measuring the axial point spread function as a function of depth (Fig. 4). The depth range in air, \( \Delta z = \lambda_0^2 / 4\delta \lambda [43] \), is determined by the laser line width, \( \delta \lambda \), and the center wavelength, \( \lambda_0 \), of the source. Introducing a constant shift of the signal, as described in a previous work [30], the zero signal frequency is shifted to a positive depth and results in doubling the imaging depth range. The depth at which the signal drops by 6 dB, represented by a dashed line in Fig. 4, is measured to be about 2 mm on each side of the zero optical delay location, which is in agreement with the theoretical designed values, giving an effective imaging range of 4 mm. The total imaging range, defined by the sweep rate, tuning range and detection bandwidth (50 MHz) is 6.8 mm. The measured axial resolution of the system is approximately 7 \( \mu \)m in tissue (n=1.4) measured at the -6 dB points on intensity peak or equivalently the -3 dB point of the coherence envelope. The resolution defined by the -3 dB points on the intensity peak resulted in a resolution of 8.6 \( \mu \)m in air and -6 \( \mu \)m in tissue. The full width half maximum of the peak is constant along the entire depth range. The optimal reference arm power is determined to be about 20 \( \mu \)Watt by measuring the signal to noise ratio as a function of reference arm power. The theoretical shot noise limit is calculated to be about 119 dB from the following equation: Sensitivity (dB) = -10 \log(\eta P_s / h\nu f_A), where \( f_A \) is the A-line rate, \( h\nu \) is the energy of a photon, \( \eta \)(=0.85\%) is the detector efficiency and \( P_s \) is the power of the sample arm returning to the detector (6.7 mW) measured by placing a mirror in the sample arm. The power in the sample arm was 14.7 mW. The measured SNR of the system is about 109 dB at zero delay pointed to by an arrow in Fig. 4 (which corresponds to the carrier frequency, \( f_c \)), based in a measured 55.9 dB SNR of the peak and an attenuation in the sample arm of -53.5 dB, and 103 dB at 2 mm depth range. The side-lobes observed on both sides of the main mirror peaks are the results of residual spectral modulation in the light source. Since the intensity of the side-lobes is 40dB below that of the
maximum of the main peaks, they have no effect on the image quality especially in our case where the dynamic range of the images is about 40 dB as mentioned below.

Fig. 4. Axial point spread function of a partial reflector placed in the sample arm at different depth locations. An intensity drop of 6dB at ~2mm (dashed line) is measured on each side of the coherence function (in air).

4. Results

Anterior segments images of the right eye of a healthy volunteer were obtained with the OFDI system. A series of images of 512 depth points each were continuously acquired at 43,900 A-lines per second resulting in an acquisition rate of 85 frames per second. Each frame image in Fig. 5(a) is cropped to 490 depth profiles to span an area 13.4 mm wide horizontally across the cornea by 4.2 mm in depth. The slow axis scanned vertically over 12 mm in 1.4 sec

Fig. 5. (3.58 MB) Sequence of 120 images of the cornea anterior segments of the right eye of a healthy volunteer. Each image frame consists of 490 depth profiles and spans a horizontal range of 13.4mm along horizontal (x-axis) and 4.15mm in depth along a vertical scan of 12mm. Total of 120 frames were acquired in 1.4 seconds.

The images are shown at a rate of 5 frames per second with an inverse logarithmic gray scale mapping with an average reflectivity dynamic range of 45 dB. The intensity of light directed to the slit lamp measured after the collimator is 14.7mW which is below the limit set by the American National Standards Institute. Full thickness images visualizing the corneal stroma, epithelium layer, sclera, angle and iris stroma were acquired.
Figure 6 is a 3-dimensional rendering of the full structure of the anterior segment of a human eye reconstructed from a series of \textit{in vivo} cross-sectional images (Fig. 5) using a commercial 3D visualization software (Amira). The 3D image spans an area of 13.4 mm by 12 mm and height 4.1 mm. The OFDI cornea images demonstrate the large depth range that is achieved and can be valuable in providing 3-D structural information. For example, open angle glaucoma, corneal thickness and corneal changes of its shape after refractive surgery can be detected.

Imaging of the anatomical structures of the anterior segments such as the cornea and ciliary body was performed after increasing the lateral resolution by reconfiguring the focusing lens to obtain a beam waist of 40 $\mu$m on the cornea. The depth of focus in this case is calculated to be 1.3 mm. Figure 7 is a series of images showing (a) corneal layers and (b) anatomical features of the angular structures such as sclera, ciliary body, and the trabecular meshwork. Figure 7(c) is the corresponding 3D rendering showing the angle of the right eye of a human volunteer. The movie presented is constructed from 60 frames with 1024 A-lines acquired at 43.9 KHz in 1.4 sec. The region scanned is 5 by 5 mm.
Fig. 7. (1.81 MB) Sequence of 60 images of the (a) cornea and (b) angle structures of the right eye of a human volunteer. Each image consists of 1024 depth profiles acquired at a frame rate of 43 frames per second.

Fig. 7. (c). (8.49 MB) Three dimensional tomography of the angle section of the right eye of a human volunteer. The movie is constructed from 60 frames each consist of 1024 depth profiles. The movie consists of 848x704x60 pixels and spans a volume (5x3.6x5) mm³ of the angle.

5. Summary

We demonstrate an OFDI system with large depth and high speed that is capable to obtain full in-vivo 3D images of the entire anterior segments of the human eye. Cross sectional images are obtained at a rate of up to 85 frames per second, with axial resolution 7 μm in tissue and dynamic range of 45 dB. The current system can provide precise and objective information about ocular pathologies and surgical anatomy of the anterior segments of the eye. In particular, due to the superior depth range of > 4 mm, its speed and ability to map the entirety of the anterior and posterior surface of the cornea as well as the elevation of the actual surface, and the overall shape and the macro-irregularities of the corneal surface (e.g. corneal astigmatism), OFDI is ideally suited for clinical applications. Moreover, the imaging system can detect changes in the 3-D structure and opacity of the cornea which is important especially in the case of injuries (abrasions, infections) or refractive surgery, as for example, to visualize the LASIK flap. Examination of the cornea can also be useful for preoperative assessment, determining the amount of correction, and subsequently analyzing the effectiveness of the procedure and biomechanical changes post surgery.
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